PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDELINES

TRAITS OF SOUTHERN LAOS
The photographic guidelines document helps photographers to adhere to the brand essence when crafting
photography. The following four traits inform the brand culture of Southern Laos:
Intrinsic Diversity
In Southern Laos, diversity runs deep. This applies to the region’s history, culture and even its
natural environment.
Natural Tranquillity
The culture and environment of the region give Southern Laos an undeniably laid-back appeal – even by
Laos standards.
Southern Charm
The big hearts, generosity and spritely nature of Southern Laos people paint the visitor experience in warm hues.
Sabai Sabai
There’s a time for everything in Southern Laos – especially if slowing down and enjoying life are on your
agenda. Just don’t expect an hour-by-hour itinerary.

CAPTURING SOUTHERN LAOS
To enhance the essence of Southern Laos, four subjects should be covered:
People
When photographing portraits, capture Laotian people smiling in the most natural way. It is acceptable for the
subject to look at the camera if desired. The images should convey the charming and welcoming personality
of Southern Laos people.
Preferably, those being photographed should be engaged in activities that reflect the Southern Laos way
of life such as hand-weaving textiles, harvesting rice or fishing.
Culture
Images should capture the rich diversity of Southern Laos heritage and cultural experiences. The sites should be
photographed in the early morning or late afternoon.
Nature
Images should convey a sense of serenity and emphasise the untouched environment.
Photography should capture a wide range of animals and environments. Highlight the sheer beauty and
contrast of nature – from dynamic waterfalls to calm meandering rivers, densely forested mountains to
serene coffee and tea plantations.
Adventure
Images should cover two areas: casual outdoor pursuits and adrenaline-driven activities. In both scenarios,
elements of nature or characteristics that defines Southern Laos should feature as backdrops to those activities.
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SOUTHERN LAOS PHOTOGRAPHIC STYLE
Should

Should not

– Display diversity
– Convey peace and tranquillity
– Project serenity
– Be inviting and charming
– Appear natural

– Feel busy with tourists (adventure-themed images may display
one or two tourists at the time)
– Be visually noisy
– Show commercialised areas

